
POWER STRETCH TROUSERS

CHEMITOOL POWER STRETCH trousers with belt loops and elasticated waist,

zip and button fastening. Triple reinforced stitching between legs, double-

needle side seams, two classic pockets on the front, a small coin pocket,

pocket for a meter on the right side. Left side pocket with LOCK SYSTEM

closure pallet, two back pockets one of which one with pallet and velcro.

COMPOSITION 98% COTTON+ 2% ELASTANE

Appearance Twill Stretch

Colours Navy Blue, Grey and Black 

Weight 300 gr

Sizes XS- S-M-L-XL-XXL

Packaging 1/25

Certifications

CHEMITOOL POWER STRETCH trousers are personal protective
equipment that belongs to the MINIMUM RISKS category I and comply
with the provisions of Regulation (EU) 2016/425 and the EN ISO 13688:
2013 standard for protective clothing - general requirements.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

 98 % cotton + 2 % elastane

 Reinforced triple stitching between legs

 Pocket for measuring tape

 LOCK SYSTEM side pocket with zip
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Note: The technical information provided, verbally or in writing, is based on our current knowledge and should be regarded as non-binding
collaboration. The use of the product is beyond our control; therefore, we disclaim all liability for improper use of the product. The
customer is responsible for confirming and evaluating (through testing) whether the product is suitable for the process and type of use in
question. Our purpose is exclusively to guarantee the quality of the products in accordance with our standards.
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SAP SIZES COLOR EAN

P1547037608007XS XS

NAVY BLUE 

8053368247381

P1547037608007S S 8053368247374

P1547037608007M M 8053368247367

P1547037608007L L 8053368247398

P1547037608007XL XL 8053368247398

P1547037608007XXL XXL 8053368303858

P1547037613007XS XS

GREY

8053368303841

P1547037613007S S 8053368303834

P1547037613007M M 8053368303865

P1547037613007L L 8053368303889

P1547037613007XL XL 8053368305142

P1547037613007XXL XXL 8053368305227

P1547037614000XS XS

BLACK

8053368305197

P1547037614000S S 8053368305111

P1547037614000M M 8053368305074

P1547037614000L L 8053368305036

P1547037614000XL XL 8053368305159

P1547037614000XXL XXL 8053368305234

You should follow these instructions to ensure that your garments maintain their quality and prolong their life.

• Given normal wear and tear, to maintain the integrity and preserve the durability of the garment, it is necessary to take certain

precautions in its management and use and to strictly observe the washing instructions on the inside label.

• Cotton garments tend to lose colour when exposed to sun and light, this happens, even more, when the garment is worn by

workers who engage in strenuous physical activities that favour perspiration.

• During the first washes, it is natural for cotton garments to slightly reduce in size and even lose colour. It is therefore advisable

to be very careful about washing temperatures, colour separation, use of suitable detergents and drying.

• Zips on clothing are tested by manufacturers through tensile testing to ensure strength during normal use.

• Frequent use of the parts, especially in the workplace, subjects the zip to considerable stress. To ensure its durability, it must be

used correctly, especially in the presence of the double slider which works on a more delicate mechanism than the single slider.

Forcing the zips alters the sliding mechanisms.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE
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